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Strategies to ensure high intraocular oxygen delivery to the developing retina
after 32 weeks gestational age, such as higher saturation targets and/or
higher hemoglobin levels, are hypothesized to prevent ophthalmological
treatment for retinopathy of prematurity (ROP). This short report summarizes
the current evidence of these strategies, and discusses possibilities of future
studies. A large sample size would be required and therefore the feasibility of
a future randomized controlled trial is questioned.
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Introduction

ROP is a disorder of the developing retina in preterm infants, potentially leading to

blindness or severe visual impairment (1). The pathophysiology of ROP can be divided

in two phases after birth, with the turning point around 32 weeks postmenstrual age,

independent of postnatal age. The early phase is characterized by relative hyperoxia

and leads through suppression of vascular endothelial growth factor (VGEF) to a stop

in vessel growth and vaso-obliteration. The late phase concerns hypoxia leading to

formation of new vessels through production of VGEF, which can be excessive and

consequently cause of problematic retinal neovascularization (2). Oxygen is

considered the key player in ROP pathophysiology, but it is important to be aware of

other risk factors for ROP as potential targets of interventions, such as poor nutrition

status, low insulin-like growth factor 1, hyperglycemia and neonatal infections (2).

Two major therapeutic strategies aiming to influence availability of oxygen in both

phases include saturation- and hemoglobin levels. As the intended amount of oxygen to

prevent ROP in the two pathophysiologic phases is opposite (i.e., hypoxia in the early

phase and hyperoxia in the late phase), separate evaluation of therapeutic strategies in

each phase is necessary to prevent neutralizing results. Although theoretically these

two phases have a gradual overlap around 32 weeks postmenstrual age, pragmatically

a distinction between early and late phase is warranted by the fact that oxygen-related

late phase interventions are performed in the weeks before ROP treatment, which is
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on average at 37 weeks postmenstrual age (3). This short report

focusses on late phase oxygen strategies and describes

opportunities and difficulties when designing a study on the

effect of late phase oxygen strategies in preterm infants to

prevent development and treatment for ROP.
Discussion

Current evidence

A recent review summarized late phase oxygen strategies,

but did not include the targeting of hemoglobin levels, which

will be discussed below (4).

Two studies provided evidence on the beneficial effect of

supplemental oxygen in the late phase of ROP prevention,

one randomized controlled trial (RCT) and one observational

cohort study (5, 6). The STOP-ROP trial (n = 649)

randomized patients with prethreshold ROP into a

conventional oxygen arm (89%–94%) and a supplemental

oxygen arm (96%–99%). Results showed no differences

between these two groups in terms of progression to

treatment. However, this might be due to a lack of statistical

power, since the planned sample size in this study was not

achieved. Interestingly, a post-hoc subgroup analysis of infants

without plus disease (i.e., proliferation of vessels, similar to

stage 3 ROP) did show a significant difference of progression

to treatment in favor of higher saturation targets (46% vs.

32%, p = 0.004) (5). A retrospective cohort study (n = 225)

compared a stable saturation target range of 90%–95% from

32 weeks PMA in one epoch (2002–2007) to an increased

saturation target of >94% when infants developed

prethreshold ROP in a second epoch (2008–2012). The latter

strategy significantly decreased the risk of ROP progression

from 44% to 23% (6).

Evidence on the effect of hemoglobin levels on retinopathy

of prematurity is widely available, e.g., recently two large RCTs

(n = 1,824 and n = 1013) showed no effect of transfusion

thresholds on retinopathy of prematurity (7, 8). However,

these studies cover both pathophysiologic phases of ROP and

therefore no conclusions can be drawn on the hypothetical

positive effect of higher hemoglobin levels in the late phase.

Maintaining higher hemoglobin levels selectively in the late

phase is investigated in one small RCT (n = 50). Preterm

infants with birthweight <1,250 grams were randomized from

29 days postnatal age to high (40%) or low (20%–30%,

depending on symptoms) hematocrit levels as threshold for

erythrocyte transfusion. No differences were found between

the two groups in terms of incidence and severity of ROP.

This RCT has several important limitations, including its

limited sample size and overlap between early and late phase

of ROP development (9).
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When considering efficacy of these late phase oxygen

strategies, potential side effects need to be considered as well.

Higher supplemental oxygen use in the late phase of ROP

prevention might lead to a higher risk of adverse pulmonary

events such as bronchopulmonary dysplasia and pneumonia,

and increased duration of hospitalization at 3 months of

corrected age as shown by the STOP-ROP trial. In contrast

with these adverse findings, recent evidence shows that a

liberal threshold (i.e., more erythrocyte transfusions) might

not have similar side effects as supplemental oxygen (7, 8).
Considerations for a randomized
controlled trial

Despite the fact that there is considerable evidence on

oxygen strategies for the prevention of ROP, a gap of

knowledge remains on optimal treatment of late phase

development of ROP. The relevant research question for a

future study would be: what is the safety and efficacy of two

interventions aiming for higher intraocular oxygen availability,

i.e., high targeted saturation and high hemoglobin levels, on

the development of severe ROP in the late phase?

The preferred strategy of inclusion criteria avoiding

unnecessary exposure to high oxygen levels to all preterm

infants is including those preterm infants with a progression

towards treatment requiring ROP, e.g., stage 2 or higher.

The interventions comprise higher targeted saturation and

high hemoglobin levels. Standard saturation targets are 90%–

95% with supplemental oxygen and 90%–100% without

supplemental oxygen; suggested interventional target is a

saturation above 94% - with or without supplemental oxygen

(4). Standard cut-off values of hemoglobin levels for

erythrocyte transfusion are 7.3–8.9 g/dl (depending on

respiratory conditions and growth) and for example 11.3 g/dl

in the intervention group.

A suggested study design would be a 2 × 2 factorial design,

in which patients receive either none of the interventions, one of

the interventions, or both interventions. This study design

enables simultaneous assessment of two interventions,

requiring fewer patients than two separate two-arm parallel

group RCTs. Furthermore, it allows assessment of separate as

well as combined effects of the interventions (10).

The primary outcome measure could be the number of

ophthalmological treatments (laser therapy or anti-VEGF).

Obviously, long term outcomes such as visual impairment

and blindness are crucial at study follow-up. Secondary

outcome measures would include mortality, hospitalization,

sepsis, bronchopulmonary dysplasia.

The sample size calculation of the 2 × 2 factorial design is

based on the intervention warranting the largest sample,

because this will be sufficient also for the other intervention

in need of a smaller sample size (11). The effect size of
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adjusted hemoglobin levels is not available from the literature.

However, well-conducted pilot studies are available to assist

sample size calculations for future definitive trials. In absence

of available evidence on the intervention of adjusted

hemoglobin levels, the estimated absolute risk reduction of

adjusted saturation targets was the pragmatic and estimated

starting point for the 2 × 2 factorial design. Table 1 presents

five scenarios of sample size calculations, as performed with

the nQuery software. An estimation of the effect size or

absolute risk reduction of high targeted saturation can be

extracted from either the aforementioned STOP-ROP study or

the retrospective study from Colaizy et al. and varies between

7% and 21% (5, 6). The percentage of patients warranting

treatment in the different groups (either high targeted

saturation or standard saturation) was 48% vs. 41% in STOP-

ROP scenario 1, 46% vs. 32% in STOP-ROP scenario 2

(subgroup analysis concerning patients with prethreshold

ROP) and 44% vs. 23% in Colaizy et al. scenario 3 (5, 6).

When taking the average absolute risk reduction of these

three scenarios (7 + 14 + 21 = 42, divided by 3 equals 14%),

the 48% in the standard treatment arm is expected to reduce

ROP stage 2 or higher by an absolute 14% (scenario 4),

leading to a sample size of 193 preterm infants with ROP

stage 2 or higher per group. Numerous procedures to correct

for multiple testing of the separate effects of both treatments

are available (12); below an example with the Bonferroni

method is proved. This comprises a more stringent

Bonferroni-corrected, significance level (α = 0.025) (scenario 5).

Ultimately, one should preferably aim for a power of 90%, as

these trials are difficult to perform and unlikely to be

repeated, leading to a number of 305 patients per group

(scenario 6). Investigating the interactions between the two

intervention is not expected to be an explicit aim of the

future study, partly because this will further inflate the

sample size (11).

Based on a nationwide study in the Netherlands,

approximately 40 treatments per year are performed (average

over the years 2013–2016, both laser and anti-VEGF) (3).

Based on the STOP-ROP study, progression from ROP stage
TABLE 1 Different scenarios for sample size calculations for a RCT
investigating the effect of oxygen strategies on the progression to
ophthalmologic treatment for ROPa.

Scenario 1 2 3 4 5 6

References (5) (5) (6) (5, 6) (5, 6) (5, 6)

Significance level (α) 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.025 0.025

Group 1 proportion 0.480 0.460 0.440 0.480 0.480 0.480

Group 2 proportion 0.410 0.320 0.230 0.340 0.340 0.340

Odds ratio 0.753 0.552 0.380 0.534 0.534 0.534

Power (%) 80 80 80 80 80 90

Sample size (n) per group 791 190 79 193 234 305

aall statistical tests performed for this table are 2-sided.
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2 to treatment is 48% when receiving standard saturation

targets (5). Therefore, the total number of eligible patients

with ROP stage 2 per year is 40/48 × 100 = 83. The total

number of 610 patients for the 2 × 2 factorial design (scenario

6) would require an inclusion period of nearly 9.5 years,

taking an informed consent refusal rate of 30% into account.

The high required number in patients is mainly caused by a

relative small expected effect size combined with low incidence

of patients with ROP stage 2. This forms a big hurdle for

practical implementation of the RCT, e.g., with multinational

initiatives. The question that rises is whether the effort of

such a comprehensive study is in proportion to the expected

benefit for the patient group.
Conclusion

Two strategies aiming to increase oxygen availability to the

retinal tissue in the late phase of ROP development are

hypothesized to decrease the rate of ophthalmological

treatment in patients with ROP stage 2. Assertion of higher

saturation targets and higher hemoglobin levels have been

insufficiently studied. A preferred study design to assess the

effect of these two interventions simultaneously would be a

2 × 2 factorial design RCT. However, the high required

number of patients to perform this study, forms a major

drawback. Therefore, future studies investigating this topic

should aim for either multinational initiatives or second-best

alternatives such as a prospective observational study or

retrospective studies comparing different centers or timeframes.
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